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From the discussions to the workshop: 
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1)During the identification
phase of SEA APP you stressed
the importance of considering
airport operators and not only

aeroplane ones



From the discussions to the workshop
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2) You reconfirmed your interest during my missions

in your country. You wanted to understand: 

i)how to deal with this topic, 

ii)how to frame part of your ongoing work on environment as
applied to the airport into a «structured» system with clear
roles and responsibilities, 

iii)how to rule and in case enforce this system,

iv)if EASA, through the different projects, could support you.



From the discussions to the workshop
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3) You were interested in: 

-keeping an eye on what others were
doing,

-having a forum where all of you could
discuss openly, pointing out problems and 
challenges faced at the national level while
dealing with environmental themes as
applied to the airport



From the discussions to the workshop
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4) You wanted to have a real regional
understanding/overview of what is
happening in your neighbouring states…..and
in the EU

That is why we are here today



EMS WORKSHOP: WHY NOW? AND NOT TOMORROW?

-The airport infrastructure system is growing 
(especially in the region)

-This already caused environmental burdens and 
….pollution is increasing…

-This causes public demonstrations of habitants 
living near the airport areas protesting against 
airport pollution (i.e. noise)
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Thailand case
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Frankfurt case
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Frankfurt airport has been protested 
by nearby residents for more than 10 
years because of night flight noise 
pollution 



Heathrow protest against the construction 
of the third runways
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EMS IS NOT THE PANACEA BUT….

EMS can help you to improve…to become 
environmentally sustainable.

In the context of this workshop:

I) Eurocontrol, as an international organization, will 
present the work done with CEM…including the 
revised version (2018).

II) ACI Asia Pacific will present the environmental 
initiatives, the results of the environmental survey, 
the limits and challenges of EMS in the region, 
including two case studies: Hong Kong international 
Airport and Malaysia Airport
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iii) DGAC France will present its approach….how 
the “concertation work” can help you in finding a 
common understanding between the different 
parties involved

iv)Manchester and Vienna airport representatives 
will explain how they managed to cope with this 
problem
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1st Objective of the workshop
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1) TO FIT EMS WORK INTO ICAO’S ONGOING 
WORK, strengthening the knowledge of ASEAN 
Member States 
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2nd OBJECTIVE

2) To encourage and facilitate the exchange of 
information and best practices amongst 
stakeholders to reduce the impact of airport 
operations on the environment.

-To allow you identifying in the words of the 
speakers as a future implementer of the same 
activity.
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EU/ INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLES

In particular from the EU/INTERNATIONAL SIDE:

-Each EU/ International speaker will present the 
problems, the challenges and the benefits of 
dealing with EMS: their own experience;

-At the end of each presentation there will be a 
slide dedicated to recommendations;
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EXAMPLES-ASEAN DELEGATES

From the ASEAN DELEGATES side:

-two ASEAN States (i.e. Thailand and Indonesia) 
will present how the environmental and climate 
change concepts are integrated into their 
“system” and how air, noise, renewable energy 
and energy efficiency solutions are tackled by 
them….even if not through a real EMS
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Main ideas to be pointed out during the 
workshop

1)the EMS potentiality to impact aviation growth 
at global level, but at local level as well;

2)The successfully structuring and best practices 
of airport operators already working through EMS

3)The benefits of using a planned EMS approach
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4) The importance of cooperation with and commitment 
of all stakeholders of the sector since the very beginning: 
State Authority, aerodrome operators, NGOs and 
citizens. You have to SHARE the same VISION: A MORE 
SUSTAINABLE AVIATION INDUSTRY.

5)The challenge (but at the same the importance) of 
drafting and using an environmental policy at the airport 
level and a sustainable strategy, capable to guarantee 
airport growth but at the same time respecting the 
environmental criteria
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EMS as a path to be planned, designed, 
implemented and updated
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EMS AS A TOOL FOR THE LONG PERIOD

-The EMS: a workload in the

short period…

producing

quantifiable 

effects in the

long period ….

HOWEVER

IT IS WORTHY TO INVEST ON IT
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EMS has to grow with you

-The EMS has to be upgraded and scaled up to 
cope with the needs and with the improved 
knowledge and capacity of operators .
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Thank you for your attention!


